10 things a student should do when completing hegartymaths
homework
Student checklist for good hegartymaths homework

✓ or
❌

1

I always write the date, title, clip number and H/W for all my tasks.

2

I always watch the video before attempting the questions.

3

I always take full notes of all the examples modelled in the video.

4

I copy every question that I attempt in my book.

5

I show all my workings for every question in the quiz that I do.

6

I try to model my work the way I was shown in the video by Mr Hegarty.

7

I use a pencil and ruler for all diagrams.

8

I mark my work correct/incorrect as I go.

9

I write down corrections when hegartymaths tells me the correct answer.

10

I write down my score at the end of quiz.

4 things you should do when you want to do extra work
1) Use your donut to improve your weak areas: Click the red or amber section to find the quizzes
you need to improve (quizzes under 70% and quizzes over 70%) and redo them until they are green
(quizzes at 100%).

Click here to find
your red and
amber scores to
improve

2) Fix up 5: hegartymaths remembers every mistake you have ever made and generates a quiz with
5 questions from different parts of maths that you are weak on so you can re-do them with the video
and Fix Up!
Try 5 questions
you can correct!

3) Learn a new section: Your teacher may have given you a revision list of clips so you can now use
that to find a clip on hegartymaths that is appropriate for you. Watch the video and do the quiz for a clip
you haven’t done before.
4) MemRi: Your teacher will decide how many MemRi quizzes you need to do per week as part of
your home learning, but you can always do more!

10 revision questions
picked specifically for
you!

